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ABSTRACT 

Magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) have thoroughly demonstrated their utility as a non-volatile memory storage element, 

inspiring their application to a memory-in-logic computer that would overcome the von Neumann bottleneck. However, 

MTJ logic gates must be able to cause other MTJs to switch, thus ensuring the cascading capability fundamental to 

efficient computing. Complementary MTJ logic (CMAT) provides a simple circuit structure through which MTJs can be 

cascaded directly to perform logic operations. In this novel logic family, charge pulses resulting from MTJ switching 

create magnetic fields that switch other MTJs, providing impetus for further development of MTJs for computing 

applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Whereas spintronic
1,2

 memory
3,4

 is currently being integrated into consumer products, spintronic logic
5–16

 must still 

overcome significant challenges before it can compete with complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) 
17,18

. In 

addition to the two stable and distinct states required for memory, logic further requires cascading: the output of each 

logic gate must drive the input of other logic gates
19

. This feature has proven difficult to achieve and has been a major 

impediment to the development of a spintronic computer. 

Complementary MAgnetic Tunnel junction logic (CMAT) is a novel logic family composed solely of magnetic tunnel 

junctions (MTJs) that solves the challenge of direct cascading in spintronic logic circuits while also providing non-

volatile data storage
20,21

. The MTJs are arranged in a complementary structure similar to CMOS logic, with pull-up and 

pull-down networks. In order to provide magnetic control to the MTJs, the inputs and outputs of CMAT logic gates are 

charge pulses rather than voltage levels. These charge pulses create pulsed magnetic fields that switch the polarization 

state of MTJs, exploiting the spin degree of freedom to perform non-volatile logic. Additionally, CMAT can be used in 

hybrid CMAT-CMOS circuits alongside conventional transistors, and its differential structure enables compact circuits. 

The increased logic density CMAT achieves with complementary MTJs and a charge pulse switching mechanism 

permits highly efficient logical computation. In particular, the system is designed to function even with the low on/off 

ratio found in conventional MTJs. This simple logic structure thus provides an exciting hardware for future non-von 

Neumann computer architectures. 

 

2. BASIC CMAT LOGIC GATE 

The basic CMAT logic gate is composed of two MTJs structures as in Figure 1, with separated free layers (purple) and a 

joint fixed layer (blue), with tunnel barriers (green) between the fixed layer and the two free layers. The fixed layer 

magnetization is always downwards, while the free layer magnetizations can be either upwards or downwards. Both free 

layers are contacted by a metal (gray), with one metal contact fixed at a high voltage V+ and the other metal contact 
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fixed at a low voltage V-. A third contact functions as an output node, and is separated from the fixed layer by a 

capacitor (turquoise).  

 

Figure 1. Basic CMAT logic with undirected free layers. 

 

The logic gate is controlled by the presentation of magnetic fields resulting from electron charge flowing through a 

control wire (gray). As can be seen in Figure 2, the application of a charge pulse Q through the control wire creates 

magnetic fields through both free layers, switching the upper free layer to an upwards magnetization and the lower free 

layer to a downwards magnetization. Therefore, the upper MTJ is in the antiparallel state, and the lower MTJ is in the 

parallel state. The resistance is significantly higher through an MTJ in the antiparallel state than in the parallel state, and 

the voltage at the fixed layer thus approaches V- (for a more precise analysis, see Ref. [21]). The voltage on the output 

node matches that of the fixed layer following a capacitive delay, and is therefore dependent on the magnetizations of 

the free layers. 

 

Figure 2. Basic CMAT logic gate with free layer magnetization controlled by a charge pulse. 
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3. CASCADED CMAT LOGIC GATES 

To perform complex logic functions, it is necessary to cascade logic gates – that is, to drive one gate with the output of 

another gate. The CMAT cascading mechanism can be observed in Figure 3, in which three basic CMAT logic gates are 

connected to form a three-inverter ring oscillator. A cascading wire (gray) travels from the output node of the leftmost 

basic CMAT logic gate, between the free layers of the center CMAT gate (purple), and finally reaches a ground plane 

(gray). Similarly, another cascading wire travels from the output node of the center CMAT gate and between the free 

layers of the rightmost CMAT gate before reaching the ground plane. A third cascading wire similarly travels from the 

rightmost CMAT output node and between the leftmost free layers. As all of these cascading wires are connected to a 

ground plane and an output node, all the output nodes and cascading wires share a direct electrical connection. 

 

Figure 3. Cascaded CMAT ring oscillator with one pair of controlled free layers and two pairs of uncontrolled free layers. 

 

Following the leftmost output node’s reaching V- as described in relation to Figure 2, a charge imbalance is formed 

between the leftmost output node and the ground plane. Assuming that the GND electrical potential is between V+ and 

V-, a charge pulse Q flows from the ground plane to the leftmost output node. This is shown in Figure 4, with the 

magnitude of the charge pulse Q dependent on the capacitance value. As can be seen in the figure, this charge pulse 

creates a magnetic field through the central free layers, causing the upper free layer to exhibit a downwards 

magnetization and the lower free layer to exhibit an upwards magnetization. The upper MTJ is therefore in the parallel 

state and the lower MTJ is in the antiparallel state, causing the central output node to reach an electrical potential close 

to V+.  
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Figure 4. Cascaded CMAT ring oscillator with two pairs of controlled free layers and one pair of uncontrolled free layers. 

 

When the central output node reaches V+, a charge pulse Q flows from the output node to the ground plane. In the 

process, the charge pulse creates a magnetic field that affects the rightmost free layers. The upper free layer switches to 

the upwards magnetization, and the lower free switches to the downwards magnetization, causing the upper and lower 

MTJs to be in the antiparallel and parallel states, respectively. The rightmost output node then reaches a voltage close to 

V-. 

 

Figure 5. Cascaded CMAT ring oscillator with three pairs of controlled free layers. 

 

The ringing action is demonstrated through the control by the rightmost CMAT gate of the leftmost CMAT gate. As 

shown in Figure 6, a charge pulse flows from the ground plane to the rightmost output node when the rightmost output 

node voltage switches to V-. Along the way, the cascading wire travels between the leftmost free layers, switching the 

electric potential of the leftmost output node to V+. This will then cause a charge pulse to flow between the free layers of 
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the center CMAT gate, causing the center output node voltage to switch. This will lead to a switching of the rightmost 

gate, followed by the leftmost gate, followed by the central gate, ad infinitum.  

 

Figure 6. Ringing action in a cascaded CMAT ring oscillator. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

CMAT provides a cascading mechanism that enables continual switching and combinational logic operations without 

requiring any external inputs or controls. The switching of the output node voltage of each gate causes a charge pulse to 

flow through a cascaded gate, or even multiple cascaded gates. This computing system provides the logical functionality 

of CMOS, while also storing logical data in a non-volatile manner. The non-volatile logical processing not only enables 

a “sleep” mode in which power can be removed from combinational logic blocks without losing data, but also provides a 

feasible hardware structure for non-von Neumann architectures. With the continued development of spintronic physics, 

materials, and devices, CMAT has the potential to revolutionize computing toward a future generation of non-von 

Neumann computation. 
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